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Prime Contractor

Capsule Summary of Work Performed This Week

Site construction
contractor J. E. Sheehan

Resumed athletics field site construction on the eastern side of the main campus.
Delivery, grading and compacting of high‐quality fill, coupled with delivery and
stockpiling of elements for the retaining wall that is slated to be constructed
starting next week, close to the southern side of the track area.

General Construction
Bast Hatfield

Continued the demolition phase work; prepared the ground for the future LGI
construction site and removed a tree that was within that construction zone.

Electrical Contractor
Weydman Electric

Continued with preparatory electrical work at the main campus.

VIBRATORY ROLLER AND CONCRETE STRUCTURES

Pictured above from Tuesday this week is the vibratory roller that compacts the high‐quality fill delivered to
the athletics field area of the main campus.
To the immediate right of that vibratory roller are some of the concrete structures that will be placed this
spring and summer within eastern portion of the campus, as part of improved drainage capacity.
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LGI CONSTRUCTION ZONE’S SITE WORK PREPARATION

Pictured above from Tuesday morning’s work scope is general contractor Bast Hatfield’s site work preparation
of the LGI construction zone. A large tree from within the construction zone was removed and cut apart.
Segments of the construction zone’s space were leveled for the spring‐summer construction work ahead.
State testing resumes Wednesday next week. Construction work schedules will be modified to reflect the fact
that any noisy work or work that might interrupt State Testing must be avoided during those dates & times.

Pictured above from earlier this morning is leveling of high‐quality fill delivered today. Raising field elevations
on the eastern side of the campus is a key part of improving the fields and increasing the capacity for those
fields to drain suitably during the annual spring thaw and following spring, summer and fall season rain
storms. Pictured behind the bulldozer are additional concrete structures that will be components of the
enhanced drainage systems.
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